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Fujitsu 500GB HDD

Brand : Fujitsu Product code: FPCHE472AP

Product name : 500GB HDD

Modular Hybrid Hard Disk Drive

Fujitsu 500GB HDD:

Add a modular hybrid hard drive to increase your storage capacity. Requires a Modular Hard Drive Kit
(FPCHFK58AR) Capacity: 500GB Hard Drive, 5400rpm with 8GB integrated cache
Fujitsu 500GB HDD. HDD capacity: 500 GB, HDD speed: 5400 RPM, Hybrid-HDD cache memory: 8 GB

Features

HDD capacity * 500 GB
HDD speed * 5400 RPM
Type * Hybrid-HDD

Features

Hybrid-HDD cache memory 8 GB

Packaging data

Quantity 1
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